No. CU-4/NFTE-BSNL/AP/SSAs - SKLM/2018/ 10

Dated 06-02-2018

To
Sri A.P.Rao, ITS.,
Chief General Manager Telecom
BSNL,AP Circle, Vijayawada
Respected Sir,
Sub:- Posting of regular General Manager to the SRIKAKULAM SSA as urgent
need of the hour - Requested.
****
In continuation of this union personal discussions with the CGMT,AP circle
dated 30-01-2018 it has requested to post one regular GM to the Srikakulam SSA as there
is no regular GM to the SSA since a long time, the SSA is facing lot of problems due to lack
of GM. The SSA is lagging behind in so many parameters. The in charge GM is staying at
Visakhapatnam and not visiting to the SSA at least one in 20 days. The staff problems are
accumulating day by day. It resulted dissatisfaction among staff, problems are increasing.
It may have major impact on development and growth rate.
The in charge GM is not coming the SSA and not answering the telephone calls
of the recongnised union representatives. Even though so many reminders from the
corporate office and circle office No LCM meetings, welfare committee meetings, works
committee meetings are not being conducting since a long time. The I/C GM is most
adamant, he will not follow the rules and guide lines. In respect of transfers he is following
pick and choose methods. Because of his reluctantness and not following rules one lady
Telecom mechanic by name Appayamma was forcefully expired It is nothing but cold
murdered by the GM. She was posted far away to above 70 KMS against the rules.
Therefore it is requested to post one regular GM to the Srikakulam SSA on war
foot basis. Recently three regular GMs were posted to East Godvari, Anantpuram &
Vizianagarm SSAs. Left over SSA is Srikakulam only. So, it is need to post one regular GM to
the Srikalulam SSA. Mean while as a stopgap measure Sri Adam, GM available in
Visakhaptanam ssa may be posted to Srikakulam.
Thanking You,
Yours Sincerely

( Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary
Copy to the General Secretary, NFTE-BSNL,CHQ,ND for necessary action please.

